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            The Boston Property Market Report for March 2024

            	
                    12 Mar 2024
                


                As a practised Let Us Let U & Vendoors agents based in Boston, I like to monitor the Boston property market, compare it to the UK property market, and then share it with Boston homeowners and landlords.
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            Boston's Restless Homeowners:  The 5 Year 5 Week Itch in the Boston Housing Market

            	
                    5 Mar 2024
                


                There are 28.4m households in Britain, of which 17,693,200 are owned, worth a total of £5,127,807,837,600 (£5.1 trillion). When you add all the private rented homes and council houses, that figure reaches just over £8.5 trillion!
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            45.75% of Boston households are 3-bedroom homes. Is that enough?

            	
                    23 Feb 2024
                


                As an estate and letting agent with a keen eye on local Boston property trends, it becomes imperative to delve into the nuanced landscape of property types, mainly through the lens of bedroom distribution across various tenures.
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            1 in 3.9 Boston Homes are in the Private Rented Sector:

            	
                    6 Nov 2023
                


                The Resilient Growth of Boston’s Private Rented Sectorwith a Decade of Opportunities Amid ChallengesAs Boston strides into the future, the burgeoning private rented sector has continued to house many of its residents.The decade-spanning 2011 to 2021 saw a significant surge in the private rented sector, a testament to the enduring appeal and viability of the Boston property market. This growth has unfolded amidst a backdrop of housing challenges, underscoring the pivotal role of private landlords in bridging the housing gap.
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            The Resurgence of Boston's Semi-Detached Houses:

            	
                    27 Oct 2023
                


                ...a 346% Price Surge in 28 YearsIn the realm of British suburban living, the semi-detached house has often been the subject of caricature, a symbol of safe yet uninspiring domesticity, epitomised by hit TV shows and movies like the Dursleys out of Harry Potter, the BBC show Outnumbered, Birds of a Feather and the ever-awkward son of Norwich, Alan Partridge.
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            Rental Market Dynamics:  A National & Regional Overview with a Focus on Boston

            	
                    19 Oct 2023
                


                The UK rental market has once again demonstrated its resilience and dynamic nature. Recent figures state that the average advertised rent for newly listed properties in the UK last month was £1,787 per calendar month (pcm). 
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                    Contact

                    
                        Westbridge House

                        6-8 Bridge Street

                        Boston

                        Lincolnshire PE21 8QF
                    

                    
                        e: info@letusletu.co.uk

                        t: 01205 368896

                        f: 01205 311696
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                    Opening times

                    
                        Monday - Saturday

                        9am - 5pm
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